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Why this 
topic?





Let’s talk about 
2020 & 2021



My new favorite 
phrase

...and two new favorite f-
words





Dumpster fire
(noun, US 
informal): 

"an utterly 
calamitous or 
mismanaged 
situation or 
occurrence: 

disaster."

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/dumpster%20fire


Dumpster fire
(noun, US 
informal): 

"an utterly 
calamitous or 
mismanaged 
situation or 
occurrence: 

disaster."

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/dumpster%20fire


Fluid

flexible



Sure, let’s make a plan!



LIMINAL
Relating to a transitional or initial stage of 

a process

Occupying a position at, or on both sides 

of, a boundary or threshold

The time between what was and what’s 

next



What impact
is this having?





Let’s talk about 

“Zoom Fatigue”...



Virtual 

meeting 

burnout...











What is really 

going on?







What else is 

happening?









For instance, audio has 

been proposed as the main 

reason that video meetings 

are draining. It turns out that 

millisecond delays in virtual 

verbal responses negatively 

affect our interpersonal 

perceptions, even without 

any internet or technical 

issues.
Jena Lee, MD- Psychiatric 

Times



Oxytocin
Brain Hormone

Responsible for forming bonds, 

reducing fear, and lowering 

depression



Trust
A feeling of belief in the 

reliability, honesty, ability, or 

strength of someone or 

something.





Where does 
this leave us?





Reintegration 
fatigue



Constant state of change

→ Managing teams

→ Managing your OWN lives 

→ Millions of questions – many without answers
→ Management

→ Elected/Appointed officials

→ Citizens

→ Staff

→ Yourselves!





“I CAN’T DROP THIS PEN.”



Before we get 
started, 

I want you to 
pandiculate.





Don’t knock anything 
over!



Who the heck am I? 



How I Serve
Executive Coaching

Team Training

Retreats & Teambuilding

Courageous Conversations

Diversity & Inclusion

Women’s Leadership Development



INSERT Em, Myka, and Sean pics 
here







strategiesmicro



strategY
micro

practice radical
presence









What does it 

mean to be 

present?



Let’s 

Experience 

It!



While you were 
balancing the pen, 
how many of you were 
thinking of...

- To-do lists

- Emails

- Laundry



strategY
micro

Build authentic
connections





Um, Nicole...







Let’s get 
intentiona

l!



Why going to lunch 
matters…*



94 
hours



strategY
micro

Maintain your  
mojo



Monitor & 
maintain 
Your 
capacity

Drained, much? 



Emoji
capacity 

check



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a b c d e f g h i j k



Find your 
flotation 
device



Use 
your 
breath

Bear with me...







Quit
waiting 
to 
EXHALE 





Proprioceptive 
Input



Find your 
footholds



Practices

Places

people



Build your 
ritual



Build your ritual

• Keep it short & sweet

• Use a countdown

• Use your senses

• Make sure you can do it 
anywhere!



Stack your 
habits



Habit-stacking

• Using one habit to 
leverage another

• Transition intentionally 

• Claim your calm



Dr. Les Fehmi, PhD



Claim your 
place



Claim your place

• Frequently accessible 
physical space to 
retreat, reset

• Doesn’t have to be an 
entire room

• Make it portable!

• Bonus points: Find a 
place outside your 
home/work when you 
need a bigger break



Partner with 
your people!



Partner with your people!

• Find your “person” 
• Hint: It might actually be 

“people”

• Microbursts work! 

• Create a code word or phrase

• Establish a routine

• Stay involved with your groups!



strategY
micro

think integration, 
not balance



Balance: 

a condition in which elements are equal to or in the correct proportions; 

an even distribution of weight causing something or someone to stay 

upright and steady 

Balance: 

a condition in which elements are equal to or in the correct proportions; 

an even distribution of weight causing something or someone to stay 

upright and steady 





Integration: 

To integrate; to combine one thing with another so it becomes whole



The truth is...
Work follows us home, and home follows us to work

Compartmentalizing doesn’t work for everyone

It always gets messy at some point



navigating

WORK/Life 
integration



How many of you
have ever 

should
on yourselVES? 

(In public or in private)



SHOULD SHOULD

SH
O

U
LD

SHOULD



How many of you
have ever been

should on
by someone else? 



SHOULD SHOULD

SH
O

U
LD

SHOULD





Where does this 
come from?









integration:
reduce the guilt 
factor









integration:
good boundary 
hygiene



Reframe your 
“no”

Delete the 
defaults

Clock in/clock 
out

End of day rituals



Integration:
own your days, 
don’t let your days 
own you



• Leverage energy hot spots

• Schedule your to-do’s 

• Accept the “ask for help 

challenge”



integration:
Tap that timer



Manage the integration

Practice
“strategic Renewal”



integration:
Leave it in a box







strategY
micro

Watch your  
internal words



Some notes about 
our internal 
monologue



Research shows up to 80% 
of the thoughts 

we have in a day are negative 



Our brains are 
wired to 
answer the 
questions 
we ask

“Why do I always 

make mistakes?”

“How can I possibly keep

screwing this up?

“Why am I such an idiot?”

“Why am I so stupid?”



“Why am I so stupid?”

I am stupid because…

Our Brains Like to Project Certainty







strategY
micro

pinpoint your  
power phrase









Frantic is 
not my 

framework





It’s Boundary season



pINPOINT your power phrase

→ Identify situations where you’d like 

to feel  

differently or show up differently
→ Identify how you would like to feel or 

act in 

those situations instead
→ What words or phrases will help 

reconnect    

you to how you want to feel/act?



Get (your team) 
out of the box





Getting out of the box *

• 90 second “intentional presence” walk 
• No working!

• No “doing”!

• Notice objects in your space, which one 

captures your attention?



Lateral thinking
•What do you notice about the 

object you identified?

•Write down 3-5 

adjectives/characteristics about it



Lateral thinking
• Identified challenges/frustrations

• Apply lateral thinking 
• In what ways is this object like the problem 

we are trying to solve? 

• Thinking of the characteristics of the 

object they noted, how could any of 

those apply to solving this problem? 



strategY
micro

Fine-tune your  
frequency



Attention,
intention, 
no tension

Also try it as a 

team!



Where is 
trying to find me?





keep a regular 
cadence

Seriously, it helps!



What am I/are 

we learning? 

What do I/we 

want to keep?

Change? 

What else should 

I/we be 

exploring?



We need to 
recognize how we 

show up in the 
workplace



How I actually look







strategY
micro

REVOKE your 
licenses for 

BAD BEHAVIOR



Nicole
Type-A

Busy



Smart Perfectionist Competitive

Forgetful Reserved Team-oriented

Disorganized Easygoing Cautious

Rule-follower Type A Take-charge Type

Intense
Comfortable Where 

I’m At
Jokester

Laid back
Been Here For A 

Long Time
Non-confrontational

Quiet Experienced Direct

Busy Multi-tasker Hardcore

Talkative Pleaser Old School

Goal-oriented Go-with-the-flow Livin’ The Dream



My least favorite 4-
letter word





“That’s just

how she is”

“He’s just a …”





LICENSES FOR 
BAD 

BEHAVIOR



Nicole
Just Type-A

Just Busy







How do you 
show up at 

work?



how I am



LICENSES FOR 
BAD/unhelpful 

BEHAVIOR



That’s Not How 

We Do It Here!



It Is 
What It Is…



That’s Just How 

It Is Around Here



REVOKE THESE 
LICENSES FOR 

BAD BEHAVIOR



Microstrategy:
GIVE YOURSELF 
PERMISSION





“I can’t touch my screen.”



Nicole Dailey Lance

@nicolelancestrategies

nicolelancestrategies.com


